
Arbejdskraftudfordringens 
betydning for velfærden

Giver flere hænder bedre 
velfærd? 



A shift in perspective is needed – define what and how to deliver 
high quality services from a citizen's perspective
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What does the citizen’s 
customer journey look like?

How does the citizen 
define high quality 

services?

How to switch focus from 
input to output/outcome?



Healthcare is vital for a 
prosperous society…

“Good health is the foundation for societal well-being 
and a dynamic and prosperous economy”

3 Source: World Economic Forum, Global Risks Report 2020
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Health systems form part of countries’ critical 
infrastructure: Vital to security, resilience and growth

At the population level, health underpins productivity

Well-functioning health systems enable countries to 
respond to, and recover from, natural and human-
made disruptions”



The welfare state of the future will have to keep up with 
developments in society and the changing demographics
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Changing Demographics
• Working population per 65+ years old in EU will 

decline from 3.2 to 2.6 from 2020 towards 20301

Consumerisation of Healthcare
• Changing customer expectations – focus on access, 

convenience, relevance, and personalisation

Shifting Healthcare Services
• Increasing focus on preventative and motivational 

health, and higher acceptance of mental health

Accelerated Digitalisation
• From 2017 to 2018 the value of traded healthcare 

focused AI start-ups increased 85% from USDbn 1.3 
to USDbn 2.42 (the highest increase of any industry)

1 Eurostat and European Chronic Disease Alliance
2 Accenture 2019 digital health consumer survey (US)



We need close partnerships while still having a clear distinction 
between public and private health care services
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Public Core Premise

Equal and free access to all healthcare services ensuring that no one will 

live shorter because they did not have access to the right treatment

• Treatment for critical illness

• Chronic conditions

Private Core Premise

Deliver services as a partner to the public services ensuring a better 

healthcare level overall 

• Consumer services within prevention and non-critical treatments 

• Services supporting a healthy lifestyle

Private Services

Public Services



This also implies, new ways of collaboration e.g. doing tenders –
let’s get inspiration from our neighbours
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Current setup

Legally well-defined deliverables and detailed specifications 

provided to suppliers - at what price can you do this?

Problem provided to suppliers and solution demanded - how can 

this problem be solved and at what price can you do this?

The alternative

185
DKKbn

22 DKKbn 

for healthcare 

services
19 DKKbn

for IT equipment and 

services

10 DKKbn 

for transportation 

of goods and 

people

3 DKKbn 

for cars and 

fuel

47 DKKbn 

for other service 

offerings

9 DKKbn 

for other 

purchases

28 DKKbn

for other goods

5 DKKbn

for food

11 DKKbn

for utilities

31 DKKbn

for buildings and 

roads

185DKKbn is The Ministry of Finance’s statement of the annual public procurement based on invoices in the state, municipalities and regions

Little encouragement to rethink existing solutions

Does not reward innovation

Does not facilitate system export benefitting Denmark

Focused on solving problems instead of specific deliverables 

Encourages innovation

Builds the foundation for system export benefitting Denmark



"Make use of private 
providers where the 
technological potential 
is most significant – to 
reap the benefit from 
global scale of new 
solutions"
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Q&A


